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Abstract:
Achieving privacy preservation in a data-sharing computing envi-
ronment is becoming a challenging problem. Some organisations
may have published privacy policies, which promise privacy pro-
tection practices on data collection, use and disclosure, but these
practices may not be implemented. To maintain consistency be-
tween the privacy policy and the practices, privacy protection re-
quirements in privacy policy should be formally specified. In spec-
ifying privacy policy, we use purpose as the basis of access control.
In this paper, we extend our previous work to specify purpose man-
agement. Purpose can be divided into two categories: intended pur-
pose and access purpose. Privacy policy is to ensure that data can
only be used for its intended purpose, and the access purpose should
be compliant with the data’s intended purpose. We specify entities
in the purpose-based access control model. Using the technique of
VDM, we then specify the invariants corresponding to the privacy
requirements in privacy policy, and then specify the operations in
the model and investigate their proof obligations.

I. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, per-
sonal information can be collected, stored and used in var-
ious information systems, and therefore achieving privacy
preservation in these data-sharing environments is becoming
a major concern. Privacy is one of the major issues to be han-
dled in many environments, such as the domain of health care
[3, 5, 19], e-Learning [11, 16] and e-Commerce [1, 2, 17].
For protecting privacy, many organisations have published
guidelines. The OECD guidelines [21] for data protection
and FTC Fair Information Practice Principles (FIP) [9] pro-
vided general privacy requirements that organisations should
comply with. In parallel to these definitions of general pri-
vacy principles, some organisations may have also published
privacy policies, which promise privacy protection practices
on data collection, use and disclosure, but these practices
may not be implemented. The problem is amplified if per-
sonal data is used not only within the organisations that col-
lected the data, but also by other external organisations, such
as partner organisations or managing authorities with a legit-
imate need to access the data.
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To maintain consistency between the privacy policy and the
practices, privacy protection requirements in privacy policy
should be formally specified.
The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [18] is a stan-
dardisation approach for formally specifying privacy policy
of service provider. It depicts privacy policy into rules in a
standard machine-readable format, and compares these rules
with corresponding rules in consumer’s user agent, which ex-
press privacy preferences of the consumer. But this approach
is restrictively used for privacy protection on the internet, and
it just gives the description of promises rather than techni-
cal measures for the enforcement of policies. Some other
existing approaches for specifying privacy policies are also
incomplete, either there is no entity of purpose, or there is
no formal description of authorisation and validation mecha-
nisms.
Since privacy policies are concerned with the purposes that
data object is used for rather than the actions that users per-
form on the data object, traditional access control models
cannot easily achieve privacy protection, and the notion of
purpose should play a major role in access control model to
protect privacy. In this paper, the concept of purpose is used
as the basis of access control policy. Purpose can be divided
into two categories: intended purpose and access purpose.
Privacy policy is to ensure that data can only be used for its
intended purpose, and the access purpose should be compli-
ant with the data’s intended purpose.
We proposed a privacy preserving access control model
based on the notion of purpose [22]. We specify entities
in the purpose-based access control model. This provides
a framework for all required elements of a privacy policy.
Using the technique of VDM [14, 6], we then specify the
invariants corresponding to the privacy requirements in pri-
vacy policy, and then specify the operations in the model
and investigate their proof obligations. This ensures that the
privacy policy has a clear and unambiguous interpretation.
Since many advanced data management systems, such as the
ones based on the object data model, need to manage com-
plex objects or objects with hierarchical structures, we need
a more comprehensive purpose management model.
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This paper is organised as follows. After related work is
discussed in Section 2, we provide in Section 3 the entities
of purpose-based access control model. Section 4 specifies
privacy invariants corresponding to the privacy requirements
in a privacy policy. Then in section 5 the operations in the
model are specified and their proof obligations are also inves-
tigated. Finally, a summary of the paper is given in section
6.

II. Related Work

We will talk about previous work in the area of privacy
preservation in two categories: extending the basic access
control model for privacy preservation or specifying privacy
requirements.
The Hierarchical Privacy-Sensitive Filtering (HPSF) [20]
model was proposed by Oberholzer to protect personal pri-
vacy of a data owner in relational databases, through defining
privacy-sensitive levels for data items. In the model, a data
owner can specify privacy-sensitive levels (PSL) for his/her
data items, and each user is also assigned with a user privacy-
sensitive level (UPSL). The PSL value of a data item indi-
cates how sensitive the data owner is about disclosure of the
data item. The UPSL value for a specific user or role indi-
cates the level of access that the user or role will be allowed
with regard to the data item. Data access is only allowed if
the PSL value of the data item is no higher than the UPSL
value for user or role. The privacy-sensitive level in this
approach is similar to the concept of security levels in the
multi-level security (MLS) model [4] which mainly aims at
preserving the confidentiality of the data. However, because
the privacy-sensitive levels of data usage are different from
the confidentiality levels, and they may vary from individ-
ual to individual, it is difficult to define persistent PSLs and
UPSLs. Furthermore, the HPSF model has only been imple-
mented and illustrated in a simple hospital scenario.
A task-based access control model was proposed by Fischer-
Hübner et al [10]. The work extended task-based access con-
trol model with the notion of purpose and consent. Data
can only be accessed in a controlled manner by executing
a task. A task is specified by a set of operations which rep-
resent ”necessary accesses” for performing that task. The
data are related to consent of the data owner and certain pur-
poses about the data usage when they are collected. A user
can access the data if this access is necessary to perform its
current task and the user is authorised to perform the task
(requirement of necessity of data processing). The purpose
of current task should be checked against the purpose for
which the personal data were obtained or with the consent
of the data owner (requirement of purpose binding). This ap-
proach specified privacy invariants, privacy constraints and
information flow rules. The task is looked on as state transi-
tion, and those invariants, constraints, and information flow
rules will be checked during the state transitions. The ma-
jor contribution of this approach is that it has illustrated two

important requirements - necessity of data processing and
purpose binding - for privacy preservation and demonstrated
how a privacy policy may be enforced. However, because it
was based on the tasks that the user is performing, the access
control lacks of scalability.
Privacy-Aware Role-Based Access Control (PARBAC)
model [12] was proposed for enforcing privacy policies
within an organisation. Privacy is considered together with
security protection and combined with data management
technologies. The model combines RBAC, Domain-Type
Enforcement, and privacy protection, and it provides support
to privacy enforcement by combining access control and pri-
vacy management. When a user requests to access certain
data, not only the roles and permissions of the user are con-
sidered, the business purpose of the operation and the pri-
vacy policy that pertains to that user are also checked. PAR-
BAC goes beyond traditional access control models in that
it not only provides system security from an organisation’s
perspective, but also protects privacy from a data owner’s
standpoint. PARBAC enables organisations to act as a trusted
custodian to protect customer data privacy, and using RBAC
as the base of access control provides a favorable degree of
scalability. However, this approach cannot guarantee privacy
compliance because it is built upon putting the trust in or-
ganisations that collected data. Besides, this approach intro-
duced the purpose related to data objects, but it did not give
a systematic data object model together with purposes.
A privacy preserving access control approach [7, 8] was pro-
posed by Byun et al based on the notion of purpose. Pur-
poses in this approach are divided into two categories: in-
tended purpose and access purpose. An intended purpose is
related to a data object, and specifies the intended usage of
the data object. An access purpose, on the other hand, is re-
lated to data accesses, and specifies the intentions for which
a given data object are accessed. Each user is required to
state his/her access purpose along with the data request. The
system validates the stated access purpose to make sure that
the user is indeed allowed for the access purpose. In addi-
tion, only when an access purpose is compliant to its intended
purpose is the access allowed. This work focuses on the no-
tion of purpose, which is a key element in privacy policy. It
divides purposes into intended purpose and access purpose
corresponding to the data object and the data access, which
makes access control clearer. Based on this work, we will
give formal description of the entities and the relationships
among these entities, and then we will use it to specify the
requirements for privacy preservation.
By extending Flexible Authorisation Framework (FAF)[13]
with grantors and obligations, Karjoth et al proposed a for-
mal model for authorisation management and access control
in privacy protecting systems[15]. They created a privacy
control language using the logical framework of the Autho-
risation Specification Language ASL with the extension of
the notion of grantors and obligations. They then formalise
the privacy policy with this language. The specified privacy
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policy can serve as the basis for internal access control sys-
tem. This work gives the privacy model entities as well as
the specifications of privacy requirements in privacy policy,
which provide a complete specification of privacy preserv-
ing access control system. However, this work does not give
formal specification of entities.

III. Model Entities

Usually, three entities are used in a basic access control sys-
tem: subjects, objects, and operations. For the system to
be able to perform privacy-preserving access control, entities
that can be used by data owners to state their privacy require-
ments and by the system to enforce these requirements have
been included, e.g. the privacy sensitive levels of data ob-
jects, the consent of data owner, and the purposes of data
usages and data accesses.
Since privacy policies are concerned with the purposes that
data object is used for rather than the actions that users per-
form on the data object, traditional access control models
cannot easily achieve privacy protection, and the notion of
purpose should play a major role in access control model to
protect privacy. Therefore, the concept of purpose is used as
the basis of access control policy in our model.
In this section, the entities of our model and system state are
defined. We will first define a suitable structure for repre-
senting data objects, then we will present the RBAC model
with the extension of conditional role, we will then define the
entity of purpose, and then we will define the entities for ac-
cessing data objects, finally we will specify the system state
based on the definitions of entities.

A. An Object Data Model

In this section, an object data model, which gives a suitable
structure for representing data objects, is defined.
In each organisation, there are a set of data objects, and typ-
ically they are organised using object type information. An
object type corresponds to a set of data objects that satisfy
some common properties. For example, as to the data col-
lected from the patients in a medical care environment, some
data belong to the type of registration data, some data belong
to the type of admission data, and some data belong to the
type of treatment history, etc. Data objects are classified into
object types, because it is much easier to define and admin-
ister intended usages and necessary accesses for object types
instead of defining them for each single data object.
Let Object denote the set of objects, and let Type denote the
set of object types. Next, we define object type attributes and
attribute values to specify the properties of object type.
[Object Type Attributes] Object type attributes are defined
as a set of attributes associated with object type, and these
attributes describe the properties about the collection of and
access to this type of objects.
Let TypeAttr denote the set of type attributes. Figure 1 gives
an example of some object type attributes in a data model.

[Attribute Values] Attribute values are defined as a set of pos-
sible values for object type attributes.
Let AttrValue denote the set of all possible attribute values.
Figure 1 also gives an example of some possible attribute
values associated with object type attributes.

Type Attributes
purpose
retention
service opt in
service opt out
. . .
Attribute Values
admin, diagnosing . . .
1 day, 1 week, . . .
true, false
true, false
. . .

Figure 1 An Example of Object Type Attributes and
Attribute Values

The object data model is concerned with how the data ob-
jects are organised and how they are associated with type
attributes.
Next we define the object data model in our system.
[Object Data Model] ObjectDataModel :: object :
2Object

type : 2Type

typeAttr : 2TypeAttr

attrV alue : 2AttrV alue

TypeOf : Object → Type
AttrOf : Type → 2TypeAttr

V alueOf : Object× TypeAttr →
AttrV alue

inv mk-ObjectDataModel(o, t, ta, av, To, Ao, Vo) 4
(dom To = o∧ rng To ⊆ t) ∧
(dom Ao = t∧ rng Ao ⊆ 2ta) ∧
(dom V o = o× t∧ rng V o ⊆ av)
where

1. object is a set of objects

2. type is a set of object types

3. typeAttr is a set of type attributes

4. attrValue is a set of attributes values

5. TypeOf : Object→Type is a total function giving the type
associated with each object

6. AttrOf : Type→ 2TypeAttr is a total function giving the
type attributes associated with each type

7. ValueOf : Object× TypeAttr→ AttrValue is a total func-
tion giving the value of the attributes associated with
objects.
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The object data model OM in our system, of type
ObjectDataModel, can then be represented as a tuple
〈object, type, typeAttr, attrValue, TypeOf, AttrOf, ValueOf 〉.
In this section, we defined the object data model for repre-
senting data objects in our system. Next we will define the
structure for representing the subjects in our system.

B. Users and Roles

The purpose-based access control approach of [7, 8] extends
the RBAC model with the concept of conditional role, which
is based on role attributes and system attributes. In this
section, the formal definitions of role attributes, system at-
tributes, and conditional role are presented.
First, we specify the entities of user and role in the basic
RBAC model. Users are the active entities in a system, e.g.
the staff in a medical care scenario. Let User denote the set
of users.
The roles in a system reflect the responsibilities of positions
or job descriptions in the context of an organisation, e.g. ther-
apist, registration staff, or billing staff in a medical care sce-
nario. Let Role denote the set of roles. A user may be as-
signed several roles and a role may be assigned to several
users.
UserRole: User ↔ Role is the relation between users and
roles.
A user may be assigned many roles, but the user may not
exercise all his roles at the same time. The roles that a user
currently exercising are “active” roles.
Active Roles AR: User→ 2Role is a function that returns the
roles for which a user is active.
Because the existing role definitions are predefined for the
access permission assignments, they may not adequately
specify the set of users to whom we wish to grant an ac-
cess purpose. The concept of conditional role was then in-
troduced. It is based on the notion of Role Attributes and
System Attributes. Next we specify them accordingly.
[Role Attributes] Role attributes are defined as the set of role
properties related to the grant of access purpose.
Let RoleAttr denote the set of role attributes. Every role
r ∈ Role is associated with a set of role attributes, e.g. the
specialty of therapists in a medical care scenario.
RoleAttrOf : Role → 2RoleAttr is a function that returns the
set of role attributes of a role.
Role attributes of a role r are denoted as RoleAttrOf(r) =
{r.attr1, . . ., r.attri, . . ., r.attrn}. Each attribute r.attri is
associated with some values. Let RoleAttrValue denote the
set of all possible role attribute values.
RoleAttrValueOf : Role×RoleAttr→RoleAttrV alue is a
function giving the value of the role attributes associated with
a role.
For the access control system, we define system attributes to
describe the properties of system context.
[System Attributes] System attributes are defined as the set of
properties related to the context of the access control system.
For the access control system, it has a set of system attributes,

e.g. the staff working hours within a hospital. The set of
system attributes is denoted as SysAttr = {sysattr1, . . .,
sysattri,. . ., sysattrn}.
The values of system attributes specify the conditions of the
access control system. Let SysAttrV alue denote the set of
all possible system attribute values.
SysAttrValueOf : SysAttr → SysAttrV alue is a function
giving the value of the system attributes in a system.
With role attributes and system attributes, we can then define
conditional role.
[Conditional Role] Conditional role is defined as a role with
conditions specifying properties of it.
CondRole :: r : Role

cond : RoleAttrV alue× SysAttrV alue → B
where B is the boolean set, and cond: RoleAttrV alue ×
SysAttrV alue→ B is a truth-valued function.
We use CR : 2CondRole to hold the set of conditional roles
in a system.
Current Conditional Role CCR: User→ CR is a function that
returns the conditional role that the user currently exercises.
Then, we can define the role model in our system.
[Role Model]
RoleModel :: role : 2Role

user : 2User

UserRole : User ↔ Role
AR : User → 2Role

roleAttr : 2RoleAttr

roleAttrV alue : 2RoleAttrV alue

RoleAttrV alueOf : Role × RoleAttr →
RoleAttrV alue

sysAttr : 2SysAttr

sysAttrV alue : 2SysAttrV alue

SysAttrV alueOf : sysAttr → sysAttrV alue
CR : 2CondRole

CCR : user → CR
The role model RM can be represented as a tuple 〈role,
user, UserRole, AR, roleAttr, roleAttrValue, RoleAttrValueOf,
sysAttr, sysAttrValue, SysAttrValueOf, CR, CCR〉.

C. Purpose and Purpose Tree

So far, the object data model for data objects and the role
model for subjects in our system have been introduced. In
this section, the entity of purpose is formally defined.
[Purpose] Purpose is defined as the intention of data collec-
tion or data access.
Data is collected for certain purposes, e.g. in a medical care
scenario, the data is collected for registration, diagnosing, or
billing. Moreover, each data access serves a certain purpose.
It is necessary to determine purposes for which data is col-
lected and purposes of data accesses. Let Purpose denote
the set of purposes in a system.
[Purpose Tree] Purposes are organised in a tree structure,
which is called purpose tree.
Let PT denote the purpose tree.

PT = Tree ∪ {nil}
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Tree :: pl : PT

p : Purpose
pr : PT

Node :PT → Purpose is a function returns the root node of
a given purpose tree.

Node(p) = p
Node(〈pl, p, pr〉) = p

Edges : PT → 2Purpose×Purpose is a function returns the
edges of a given purpose tree.

Edges(p) = {}
Edges(〈pl, p, pr〉)=

{〈p,Node(pl)〉,〈p, Node(pr)〉}∪Edges(pl)∪Edges(pr)
In respect of purposes, some are general, and some are spe-
cial. There are some relationships among them. The pur-
poses are organised into purpose tree according to these rela-
tionships. Next we define relationships among purposes.
[Specialisation (Generalisation)] If p1, p2 are two nodes in
a purpose tree, and 〈p1, p2〉 is an edge, then we say p2 is a
specialisation of p1 (or p1 is a generalisation of p2).
Specialisation: Purpose×Purpose→ B is a truth-
valued function that characterises the specialisation relation.
Generalisation relation can be defined accordingly. Both
Specialisation and Generalisation are the transitive clo-
sure of the relation Edges(PT ).
We have specified the purposes and the relationships among
purposes. Next, we specify the purposes according to data
collections and data accesses.
[Intended Purpose] Intended Purpose is defined as the speci-
fied usages for which the data objects are collected.
Intended purpose specifies the property of data objects.
IP: object(OM) ∪ type(OM) → 2Purpose is a function that
returns intended purposes of data object or object type. Here,
object and type are defined in object data model OM, Purpose
is the set of purposes.
[Access Purpose] Access Purpose is defined as the intentions
for accessing data objects.
Access purpose specifies the property of data accesses.
Authorised Access Purpose AAP: CR(RM)→2Purpose is a
function that returns authorised access purposes of a specific
conditional role.
Next, we can define the purpose model in our system.
[Purpose Model]
PurposeModel :: purpose : 2Purpose

Specialisation : Purpose× Purpose → B
Generalisation : Purpose× Purpose → B
IP : object(OM) ∪ type(OM) → 2Purpose

AAP : CR(RM)→ 2purpose

The purpose model PM in our system, of type
PurposeModel, can then be represented as a tuple
〈purpose, Specialisation, Generalisation, IP, AAP〉.

D. Requests, Transactions, and Accesses

In this section, we will specify the entities for accessing data
objects. We will specify requests, transactions and accesses.
[Request] Request :: obj : object(OM)

ap : purpose(PM)
When a conditional role cr wants to access an object obj,
it makes a request for the data object with a particular
access purpose ap. The request is denoted as a 2-tuple
〈obj, ap〉. For example, the request from a GP to treat-
ment history for the purpose of diagnosing has the form of
〈treatment history, diagnosing〉. We use Req : 2Request

to hold the set of requests in a system.
Current Request CReq: CR(RM) → Req is a function that
returns current request which is the request currently present-
ing by a conditional role.
[Transactions] Transactions are defined as the procedures to
be executed to achieve a request. In order to achieve an ac-
cess purpose, it is not allowed to access the object arbitrarily.
For a request, it may execute certain transactions that access
objects in controlled manners. For example, as to the request
of diagnosing, it consists of reading the treatment history,
analysing the medical test results, and appending new diag-
nosis to the treatment history. Let Transaction denote the set
of transactions in a system.
Current Transaction CT: CR(RM) → Transaction is a
function that returns current transaction which is the trans-
action currently being performed by a conditional role.
Authorised Transactions AT: Req → 2Transaction is a func-
tion returns the authorised transactions for performing a re-
quest.
Next we define entities about accesses in our system.
[Access Modes] Access modes define the modes of
accesses performing on the data objects. Let
Mode denote the set of access modes. Mode =
{create, read, write, append, delete}
[Necessary Accesses] Necessary accesses are defined as
the accesses that are needed to achieve an access purpose,
performing transactions on object types in certain access
modes.
For any access purpose, it has to be defined in advance what
accesses are needed to achieve that particular access purpose.
So we define necessary accesses for the access purpose.
NecAcc :: ap : Purpose

tp : type(OM)
trans : Transaction

x : Mode
We use NA: 2NecAcc to hold the set of necessary accesses,
which consists of tuples of the form 〈api,tpj ,transk, x〉,
where api∈ Purpose, tpj ∈ Type, transk ∈ Transction,
and x ∈ Mode. 〈api,tpj , transk, x〉 ∈ NA means that for a
conditional role to achieve an access purpose api, it is neces-
sary to access data objects of the type tpj in mode x through
the transaction transk.
[Current Accesses] Current accesses are the accesses a con-
ditional role is performing.
CurAcc :: cr : CR(RM)

obj : object(OM)
x : Mode

We use CA: 2CurAcc to hold the set of current accesses,
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which consists of tuples of the form 〈cr, obj, x〉, where cr ∈
CR(RM), obj ∈ object(OM), and x ∈ Mode.
Then, we can define the access model in our system.
[Access Model]
AccessModel :: Req : 2Request

CReq : CR(RM)→ Req
Trans : 2Transation

CT : CR(RM)→ Trans
AT : Req → 2Trans

Mode
NA : 2NecAcc

CA : 2CurAcc

The access model AM in our system, of type AccessModel,
can then be represented as a tuple 〈Req, CReq, Trans, CT, AT,
Mode, NA, CA〉.
So far, the entities in purpose-based access model have been
introduced. Then we can define the system state. The specifi-
cation technique of VDM (the Vienna Development Method)
[6, 14] is used for the specification of system state.

E. The State of System

The formalisation of the model consists of the specification
of system state. System state consists of the state variables
corresponding to the components defined in previous sec-
tions: OM , RM , PM , AM .
The state space, without invariant and initialisation condition
as yet, is written as follows:
state PPS of

OM : ObjectDataModel
RM : RoleModel
PM : PurposeModel
AM : AccessModel

inv . . .
init . . .
end

The initialisation condition on the state is defined as:
The initialisation condition on the state is defined as:
init σ,{σ.object(OM) = {} ∧ σ.type(OM) = {} ∧
σ.purpose(PM) = {} ∧ σ.AAP (PM) = {7→} ∧
σ.Req(AM) = {} ∧ σ.Trans(AM) = {} ∧
σ.CA(AM) = {} ∧ σ.NA(AM) = {}}
In this section, the entities in purpose-based access control
model and the system state have been introduced. Then we
are able to specify privacy requirements in privacy policy.
We will specify the state invariants corresponding to the re-
quirements in next section, and we will also specify the op-
erations in the model.

IV. Privacy Invariants in Purpose-Based Ac-
cess Control Model

In this section, a way to specify privacy requirements using
the Purpose-Based Access Control Model is described. We
specify a privacy policy as an example. We will express pri-
vacy requirements in the privacy policy.

The following privacy policy was stated in [10]:

A subject may only have access to personal data
if this access is necessary to perform its current
task, and only if the subject is authorised to per-
form this task. The subject may only access data
in a controlled manner by performing a transfor-
mation procedure, for which the subject’s current
task is authorised. In addition, the purpose of its
current task must correspond to the purposes for
which the personal data was obtained or consent
must be given by the data subjects.

There are two important aspects of data access that should be
protected by a privacy-preserving access control system ac-
cording to this policy: necessity of data accesses and purpose
binding of accesses to data.
Using the entities we defined before, and according to the
process of data access, we express privacy requirements in
the privacy policy stated above in following invariants (we
place the symbol “

′
” behind a state variable to refer to the

variable in the new system state):
We define invariants through the process of data access. First,
we define the invariants for the creation of data objects.
(a) Data Collection Invariants
(a1) A data object can be created only if it is necessary for a
conditional role’s current request.
Given two successive system states v, v

′
,

v = (OM , RM , PM , AM),
v
′
= (OM

′
, RM

′
, PM

′
, AM

′
),

(v, v
′
) satisfies privacy invariant-(a1), iff

∀ cr ∈ CR(RM), typej ∈ type(OM), ap ∈
purpose(PM):
obj /∈ object(OM) ∧ 〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr)
∧〈ap, typej , CT (AM)(cr), create〉/∈ NA(AM)
=⇒ obj /∈object(OM

′
)∨TypeOf(OM

′
)(obj)6=typej

This invariant specifies the necessity of data object creation.
(a2) A data object may be created if and only if the purpose
of a conditional role’s current request match the purpose of
the object’s type.
Given two successive system states v, v

′
,

v = (OM , RM , PM , AM),
v
′
= (OM

′
, RM

′
, PM

′
, AM

′
),

(v, v
′
) satisfies privacy invariant-(a2), iff

obj /∈ object(OM) ∧ 〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧
ap /∈ IP (PM)(typej) =⇒ obj /∈ object(OM

′
) ∨

TypeOf(OM
′
)(obj) 6= typej

This invariant specifies the purpose compliance of data object
creation.
(b) Role Authorisation Invariants
These invariants specify the authorisation of conditional role,
access purpose and transaction.
(b1) A user’s current conditional role has to be authorised.
For a system state v = (OM , RM , PM , AM ),
v satisfies privacy invariant-(b1), iff
∀ u ∈ user(RM), 〈r, cond〉 ∈ CR(RM):
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〈r, cond〉 = CCR(RM)(u) =⇒ r ∈ AR(RM)(u)∧
cond ⇔ true
(b2) A conditional role’s access purpose in its current request
has to be authorised for the conditional role.
For a system state v = (OM , RM , PM , AM ),
v satisfies privacy invariant-(b2), iff
〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) =⇒ ap ∈ AAP (PM)(cr)
(b3) A conditional role’s current transaction has to be autho-
rised for the conditional role’s current request.
For a system state v = (OM , RM , PM , AM ),
v satisfies privacy invariant-(b3), iff
trans = CT (AM)(cr) =⇒
trans ∈ AT (AM)(CReq(AM)(cr))
These invariants specify the authorisation of conditional role,
access purpose and transaction.
(c) Data Access Constraints
(c1) A conditional role may only have current access to a data
object if the access of executing the transaction on the object
type is the necessary access for the access purpose.
For a system state v = (OM , RM , PM , AM ),
v satisfies privacy invariant-(c1), iff
〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧ 〈cr, obj, x〉 ∈ CA(AM)⇒
〈ap, Typeof(OM)(obj), CT (AM)(cr), x〉 ∈ NA(AM)
This invariant specifies the necessity of data access.
(c2) A conditional role may only have current access to a
data object, if the purpose of its current request is compliant
to the intended purposes of the type of the object.
For a system state v = (OM , RM , PM , AM ),
v satisfies privacy invariant-(c2), iff
〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧ 〈cr, obj, x〉 ∈ CA(AM)⇒
ap ∈ IP (PM)(Typeof(OM)(obj))
This invariant specifies the purpose compliance of data ac-
cess.
(c3) A conditional role may delete a data object, if and only
if it is necessary for its current request.
Given two successive system states v, v

′
,

v = (OM , RM , PM , AM),
v
′
= (OM

′
, RM

′
, PM

′
, AM

′
),

(v, v
′
) satisfies privacy invariant-(c3), iff

obj ∈ object(OM) ∧ 〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧
〈ap, Typeof(OM)(obj), CT (AM)(cr), delete〉 /∈
NA(AM)=⇒ obj ∈ Object(OM

′
)

This specifies the necessity of data object deletion.
(c4) A conditional role may delete a data object, if and only if
the purpose of its current request is compliant to the intended
purpose of the type of the object.
Given two successive system states v, v

′
,

v = (OM , RM , PM , AM),
v
′
= (OM

′
, RM

′
, PM

′
, AM

′
),

(v, v
′
) satisfies privacy invariant-(c4), iff

obj ∈ object(OM)∧〈obj, ap〉= CReq(AM)(cr)∧ ap /∈
IP (PM)(Typeof(OM)(obj)) =⇒ obj ∈ object(OM

′
)

This specifies purpose compliance of object deletion.
The invariant of the system state of PPS is the conjunction
of these expressions, denoted as inv-PPS.

The invariants have been specified in this section. Next we
specify the model rules, and give the proof obligations of
model rules.

V. Model Rules

In this section, formal specifications of model rules will be
given. They specify operations by which the state variables
can be changed. The precondition and the postcondition are
used to specify the operations. In addition, the proof obli-
gations of operations [6] show that the operations are satisfi-
able.
Rule: create-object
Conditional role cr requests to create an object obj with the
type tp. This is specified as following:
create-object(cr : CR(RM), obj, tp : type(OM))
ext rd RM : RoleModel rd PM : PurposeModel
rd AM : AccessModel wr OM : ObjectDataModel
pre obj /∈ object(OM) ∧ 〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧
ap ∈ IP (PM)(tp)∧
〈ap, tp, CT (AM)(cr), create〉 ∈ NA(AM)

post OM
′
= 〈object(OM)∪ {obj}, type(OM),

typeAttribute(OM), attributeV alue(OM),
TypeOf(OM)∪ {obj 7→ tp}, AttributeOf(OM),
V alueOf(OM)〉

The precondition says that obj is not already in the set of ob-
jects, and to create object obj in current request is necessary
access. The postcondition says that obj in included in the
new object data model.
Next, defined symbols representing the operation’s precon-
dition and postcondition are introduced.
pre-create-object(cr, obj, tp,OM, RM, PM, AM ) def=
obj /∈ object(OM) ∧ 〈obj, ap〉 = CReq(AM)(cr) ∧ ap ∈
IP (PM)(tp)∧ 〈ap, tp, CT (AM)(cr), create〉 ∈NA(AM)
post-create-object(obj, tp, OM, OM

′
) def=

OM
′
= 〈object(OM)∪{obj}, type(OM),

typeAttribute(OM), attributeV alue(OM),
TypeOf(OM) ∪ {obj 7→ tp}, AttributeOf(OM),
V alueOf(OM)〉
There is the satisfiability obligation associated with this oper-
ation, and this proof obligation states that there must always
be at least one state configuration satisfying the operation’s
postcondition whenever the system is in some legal state and
when the operation’s parameters satisfy its precondition in
that state.
Proof Obligation: Operation create-object is satisfiable.
create-object-sat
OM : ObjectDataModel; RM : RoleModel;
PM : PurposeModel; AM : AccessModel; inv-PPS;
pre-create-object(cr, obj, tp,OM, RM, PM, AM )
————————————————————
∃ obj, type : type(OM), OM : ObjectDataModel,
OM

′
: ObjectDataType ·

post-create-object(obj, tp, OM, OM
′
) ∧ inv-PPS

′

Next we give proof for this satisfiability obligation.
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from OM : ObjectDataModel;RM : RoleModel;
PM : PurposeModel; AM : AccessModel; inv-PPS;
pre-create-object(cr, obj, tp,OM,RM,PM,AM )

1 {obj} : 2object(OM ′)

2 object(OM) ∪ {obj} : 2object(OM ′)

3 {obj 7→ tp}: object(OM
′
) → type(OM

′
)

4 TypeOf(OM) ∪ {obj 7→ tp}: object(OM
′
) →

type(OM
′
)

5 from inv-PPS
5.1 ap ∈ IP (PM)(tp)
5.2 〈ap, tp, CT (AM)(cr), create〉 ∈ NA(AM)
infer object(OM

′
)= object(OM) ∪ {obj} ∧

TypeOf(OM
′
) =TypeOf(OM) ∪ {obj 7→ tp}

6 ∃ obj, tp : type(OM), OM : ObjectDataModel,
OM

′
: ObjectDataModel · inv-PPS

′

infer ∃obj, type : type(OM),
OM : ObjectDataModel, OM

′
: ObjectDataType·

post-create-object(obj, tp, OM, OM
′
) ∧ inv-PPS

′

VI. Conclusions

Privacy preservation requirements should be formally spec-
ified and enforced in order to maintain consistency between
the privacy preservation promises and the practices. In this
paper, the entities of the purpose-based access control model
were formally specified. It extend our previous work to spec-
ify purpose management. The invariants corresponding to
the privacy requirements in privacy policy were also given,
the operations in the model were presented, the specifica-
tions of operations and their proof obligations have also been
investigated.
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